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In recent years, many observers of China’s foreign policy have witnessed
what appears to be a subtle change in Beijing’s traditional stance toward
foreign intervention in the internal affairs of nation-states. This article
takes a close look at Chinese views toward the ongoing Syrian turmoil and
the larger context of its evolving position toward the earlier Libyan
intervention in order to identify the elements of Beijing’s current stance on
foreign intervention in human rights-related political conflict within
sovereign states.

China’s Evolving Stance
Historically, the PRC regime has vigorously upheld what it regards as the sacred
principle of state sovereignty against arbitrary or excessive outside (and especially
military) interference. Beijing’s position has been reinforced by its stated overall
opposition to the use of force in international affairs, by its view that external coercive
pressures (such as sanctions) on sovereign governments to make them alter their behavior
have highly limited utility, and by a belief in the relatively superior results attained by
private dialogue and positive incentives.1 In addition, the Chinese leadership has no
doubt resisted foreign interventions in the internal affairs of sovereign nations—
especially when led by the United States and the West in general—out of a concern that
such intervention is often motivated by a desire for regime change and could establish a
precedent that one day might be used against Beijing. All of these factors have led
Beijing to resist or at the least abstain from efforts by other states, and even international
bodies, to coercively pressure or intervene militarily in civil wars or cases of internal
unrest occurring in other (particularly developing) states.
However, in the past few years, China’s supposedly principled and pragmatic stance on
this issue has been under pressure due to growing international concern over a number of
incidents wherein authoritarian governments have applied violence against their own
populations, best exemplified by the Rwandan genocide of 1994 and the subsequent mass
killings of civilians in the Darfur region of Sudan in 2003-2004. In addition, China’s
stance has been tested by the emergence of a wide range of social, economic, and security
issues that span and erode national boundaries. For some Western analysts, such
developments contribute to the creation of so-called post-Westphalian norms, which
emphasize “the right (and indeed the obligation) of the international community to
infringe on the autonomy of the nation-state to protect or advance other considerations.”2
The most notable example of such an effort in the area of humanitarian intervention is
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reflected in the so-called “responsibility to protect” (R2P) norm adopted at the UN World
Summit meeting in 2005 and addressed in various UN resolutions and statements since
then.3
If such norms gain greater support, especially among major developing countries (and
democracies) such as India, Brazil, and Indonesia, Beijing could encounter increasing
pressure to support more interventionist policies. In fact, Beijing now recognizes that
humanitarian crises or other local problems occurring in so-called areas of instability
(from the Chinese perspective) or failed states (from a Western perspective) can pose
serious political, diplomatic, and economic threats to other nations, including China.
Additionally, the Chinese leadership agrees with many other nations that it is important to
diagnose the underlying, long-term problems that cause such local instability, but this
overall objective should not prevent short-term actions necessary to deal with emerging
and immediate humanitarian and other threats.4 As a result, Beijing has recently shown
signs of accepting, or at least acquiescing in, internationally endorsed interventions in
other countries, in some cases for reasons associated with the prevention of state-inflicted
mass violence. A recent example of such changing attitudes was Beijing’s willingness to
permit UN-backed, NATO-led military intervention in Libya to prevent the killing of
innocent civilians by the Qaddafi dictatorship.5
That said, the subsequent evolution of the Libyan intervention into a NATO-backed
effort to oust the Qaddafi regime, and more recent Western-led efforts to sanction and
condemn the Syrian government for its attacks on protesting Syrian civilians, have led
Beijing more pointedly to resist even widely backed foreign intervention efforts for a
variety of reasons. In contrast to the Libyan case, the Chinese leadership has repeatedly
exercised its veto against UN resolutions on Syria and gives no sign of accepting any
type of foreign military intervention, even in support of humanitarian ends. This
development has called into question the significance of China’s apparent earlier move
toward accepting, if not endorsing, some infringements on national sovereignty by
outside forces.
This essay surveys this evolving Chinese stance and analyzes possible differences in
viewpoint and approach among Chinese observers.6 As with my essay in CLM 38, three
categories of sources are examined: authoritative, quasi-authoritative, and nonauthoritative.7

China’s Authoritative Stance
The deepening turmoil in Syria, precipitated by the attempts of the Bashar al-Assad
regime to suppress widespread, peaceful protests through military force—thus resulting
in armed resistance and the emergence of a full-blown civil war—has prompted
increasingly strident international criticisms of the Syrian government and calls for
various types of foreign action, from severe sanctions to military intervention.
Beijing, alongside Moscow, has opposed all attempts to employ international bodies,
such as the United Nations, to single out and direct critical words or coercive actions
against the Syrian regime. Most notably:
2
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In October 2011, Russia and China vetoed a sanctions resolution drafted by
Europe condemning Syria.
On February 4, 2012, Russia and China vetoed a UN Security Council
resolution backing an Arab-Western peace plan that called for Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad to step down. The other 13 UN Security Council
members voted in favor of the resolution. On February 16, China and Russia
voted against a draft UN General Assembly resolution condemning Syria that
was adopted by a 137-12 margin with 17 abstentions.
On March 1, Russia and China voted against a draft resolution of the UN
Human Rights Council condemning crimes in Syria.8
On July 19, China and Russia vetoed a British-sponsored UN Security
Council resolution that would have punished the Syrian government with
economic sanctions for failing to carry out a peace plan agreed upon in March.
Eleven Security Council members, including the other three permanent
members—Britain, France and the United States—voted for the resolution.
Pakistan and South Africa abstained.9

At the same time, both Beijing and Moscow have repeatedly urged the international
community through the UN to present a united front in calling on all sides to “discard
violence” and “address problems through dialogue.” They have also consistently
supported the mediation efforts of the Arab League and the UN Special Envoy (initially
Kofi Annan and most recently Lakhdar Brahimi), along with the UN monitoring mission,
to reach such a peaceful political solution to the conflict.10 Beijing has also repeatedly
expressed support for the implementation of the Syria Action Group’s Communiqué
adopted in Geneva in June 2012—a plan for political resolution that avoided explicitly
calling for the resignation of Assad, and endorsed both the relevant Security Council
resolutions (2042 and 2043) and the six-point plan for political settlement presented by
Kofi Annan.
Authoritative Chinese sources, consisting primarily of statements by senior officials
responsible for foreign affairs, such as Dai Bingguo and the PRC ambassadors to the
United Nations, along with various Foreign Ministry spokespersons, have been consistent
and often quite detailed in explaining Beijing’s vetoes and endorsements and the larger
Chinese position throughout the Syrian crisis. In particular, they have justified China’s
behavior on the basis of broad principles and norms of international behavior, as well as
related views toward the historical consequences of outside coercive intervention in
domestic affairs.11
Regarding the former principles, Beijing has repeatedly taken the following position or
variants thereof since the beginning of the Syrian unrest:
Our fundamental point of departure is to safeguard the purposes and
principles of the UN Charter as well as the basic norms governing
international relations, including the principles of sovereign equality and
non-interference in others’ internal affairs, to safeguard the interests of the
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Syrian people and the Arab states, and to safeguard the interests of all
countries, small and medium-sized in particular. This is China’s consistent
stance in all international affairs. It is not targeted at a particular issue or
time.12
Authoritative statements repeatedly stress that China seeks a just, peaceful, and
appropriate resolution of the crisis using political, not military, means on the basis of
unified foreign support for a UN-brokered process of engagement and consultation
among the parties involved.13
Regarding historical experiences, authoritative Chinese comment on the Syrian crisis has
repeatedly observed that efforts to apply pressure to one side or another in a conflict and,
more generally, any use of force to solve international problems merely complicate the
situation, distract from efforts to reach a political settlement, and are more likely to result
in greater chaos and unrest over time.14
In line with these principles and interpretations of history, Beijing vetoed the above UN
resolutions, viewing them as efforts to place a UN imprimatur on coercive or other
interventionist actions targeted specifically against the Syrian regime. More broadly,
Chinese officials stated in various fora that such resolutions would erode international
trust, violate basic norms regarding sovereignty, jeopardize the unity of the Security
Council, and undermine existing mediation efforts toward a political solution.15
Equally notable, in explaining China’s most recent veto of July 19, UN Ambassador Li
Baodong gave what may be the sharpest set of official remarks yet concerning the
motives behind the proposed draft resolution.
During consultations on this draft resolution, the sponsoring countries
failed to show any political will of cooperation. They adopted a rigid and
arrogant approach to the reasonable core concerns of the relevant countries,
and refused to make revisions…. a few countries made statements that
confused right and wrong, and made unfounded accusations against China.
This is utterly wrong. It is out of ulterior motives, and firmly opposed by
China. . . . a few countries have been intent on interfering in other
countries’ internal affairs, fanning the flame and driving wedges among
countries. They are eager to see tumult in the world.16
Given the above stance, it is no surprise that authoritative Chinese statements have
scrupulously avoided any mention of the possible application of the “responsibility to
protect” (R2P) norm as a justification for foreign military intervention against the Syrian
government for its attacks on thousands of Syrian civilians.17
To our knowledge, only one quasi-authoritative source discusses the R2P norm in this
context—a March 2012 article by “Zhong Sheng,” a pen-name homonym of “Voice of
China” used in the People’s Daily).18 In general, Beijing has taken the position that, first,
the application of the R2P norm “should not contravene the principle of state sovereignty
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and the principle of non-interference in internal affairs” that are contained in the UN
Charter. Second, it must be considered “in the broader context of maintaining
international [author’s emphasis] peace and security,” presumably in contrast to domestic
peace and security. And, finally, it must not be abused. The last point refers to Beijing’s
stated opposition to an “arbitrary” and generalized application of the R2P norm by
individual nations in support of a vaguely defined need for “humanitarian intervention.”
The implication is that the norm should only be applied under exceptional circumstances,
when the UN determines that international peace and stability are threatened by “a crisis
involving one of the four international crimes: genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing,
and crimes against humanity.” Moreover, any actions taken under the R2P norm must
“strictly abide by the provisions of the UN Charter and respect the views of the
government and regional organizations concerned.” In addition, the crisis “must be
addressed in the framework of the UN, and all peaceful means must be exhausted.”19 The
Chinese leadership clearly does not believe that the Syrian crisis meets the conditions
necessary for invoking the R2P norm.20
In addition to all this, authoritative Chinese sources have suggested that Beijing’s vetoes
were also prompted by a concern over possible outside support for regime change in
Syria. Usually expressed in response to media questions concerning discussions or
efforts in support of severe sanctions or a military “no-fly” zone (similar to the one
established over Libya during that crisis—see below), Chinese officials have repeatedly
stated that “China is opposed to external armed intervention or forced regime change,”
indicating that such actions would violate the sovereignty principle enshrined in the UN
Charter and would prove politically destabilizing for Syria and the region.21
At the same time, Chinese officials and even quasi-authoritative comment have also
apparently sought to avoid directly labeling specific states, such as the United States, as
proponents of regime change.22 That said, “Zhong Sheng” has come very close to doing
so, accusing “certain Western countries” of such behavior.23
Reinforcing this supposedly principled and broad historically based view are more realist
perspectives and arguments that reflect China’s specific political and strategic interests
vis-à-vis the West and the Middle East, as well as the apparent “lessons learned” from the
Libya experience. Authoritative and quasi-authoritative Chinese statements clearly
confirm that, after initially acquiescing—through its formal abstention vote—in a limited
UN-backed, NATO-implemented armed intervention in Libya consisting of a “no-fly”
zone undertaken to protect civilians under attack from the Qaddafi regime, Beijing
subsequently concluded that the U.S. and NATO had grossly exceeded the UN mandate
by embarking on a much wider mission to overthrow the Libyan government.24
Chinese officials and government spokespersons strongly criticized the military actions
undertaken by U.S. and NATO forces in Libya, declaring China’s opposition not only to
“the use of force in international relations” but also to “the abuse of force that can cause
more civilian casualties and a bigger humanitarian crisis,” and called for “an immediate
ceasefire and a peaceful settlement of the issue.” These have been Beijing’s longstanding
positions and have become central themes justifying Beijing’s vetoes during the
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subsequent Syrian crisis.25 Apparently, Beijing felt betrayed and misled into accepting a
strategy for regime change that it had not endorsed.
Authoritative sources also suggest that China’s actions—including its initial support for
international efforts to condemn and sanction the Libyan regime, its acquiescence in
efforts to prevent that regime from killing large numbers of citizens, and its subsequent
criticism of the NATO-led mission—were also to a great extent motivated by other
practical considerations. Most notable among these was an apparent desire to avoid
appearing at odds with two key regional organizations: the Arab League (AL) and the
African Union (AU). China has very important political and economic ties with member
states of both organizations.
As Chinese officials indicated, deference to the positions of the AL and AU in supporting
UN Resolution 1973 played a major role in initially inducing Beijing to accept foreign
military intervention in Libya.26 Moreover, members of the AL and AU subsequently
expressed their opposition to such intervention once it had expanded in scope and
purpose, thereby presumably contributing to Beijing’s decision to shift its own stance to
one of opposition. Although no authoritative Chinese sources confirm a direct link
between the shift in AL and AU sentiment and China’s move to opposition, low-level
comment in PRC media such as the People’s Daily certainly suggest it played a major
role. Such sources repeatedly endorsed Arab League Secretary-General Amr Moussa’s
criticism of the “double standard” pursued by the Western coalition in Libya in allegedly
violating the original intent of the UN-mandated no-fly zone.27
During the subsequent Syrian crisis, the AL has taken a more mixed stance reflecting
both divisions within itself and reactions to evolving events. That stance has included
support for the dispatch of UN peacekeepers, formal backing for a UN-endorsed attempt
at peaceful settlement through negotiation, endorsements of severe sanctions against the
Syrian government, opposition to foreign military intervention (occurring after internal
discussion of such intervention), and demands for Assad to step aside. It also supported
several of the UN resolutions that China (and Russia) had vetoed, while at the same time
declaring that it opposes outside efforts at regime change.28
Such a stance (expressing views both in line with and at odds with Beijing’s position)
arguably gave the Chinese leadership more flexibility in the Syrian case. This factor—
along with the “lessons learned” from the Libya experience,29 its broader principled
positions enumerated above (which stem in part from Beijing’s desire to prevent the
development of an intervention precedent that could be used against it in the future), and
other factors discussed below—explains Beijing’s willingness during the Syria crisis to
depart from its past preference for UN abstentions by repeatedly vetoing UN resolutions
and to risk widespread opprobrium by categorically opposing direct efforts to intervene
militarily or place focused pressure on the Assad regime.30
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Non-Authoritative Chinese Views
In general, most low-level analysis and commentary on the Syrian and the Libyan crises
by Chinese observers—primarily journalists and academics–conform to Beijing’s
authoritative position as defined above.31 However, many of these sources provide more
details regarding both China’s apparent view toward the ongoing Syrian crisis and its
reasons for opposing the relevant UN resolutions. Perhaps most importantly, these
sources also offer a more explicit and full-throated criticism of Western—and especially
U.S.—behavior than those found in authoritative sources.
For example, one especially notable article by Qu Xing (the president of the China
Institute of International Studies) explaining China’s July 19 veto provides the most
detailed and pointed analysis found in any Chinese source of the supposedly principlesbased logic motivating that action. Qu argues that the Chinese veto arose from Beijing’s
objections to the resolution’s alleged “violations of the basic principles of the [UN]
Charter” regarding foreign intervention in the affairs of a sovereign nation, concerns that
the resolution would lead to the West bombarding another Arab state (as occurred in
Libya—author), and fears regarding the potentially disastrous consequences for Syria and
the region of Western military involvement.32 Other sources have made similar
arguments, characterizing any use of force to solve a crisis as a violation of the UN
Charter, a point also contained in articles by the quasi-authoritative “Zhong Sheng,” as
noted above.33
In addition, non-authoritative Chinese sources suggest that Beijing’s stance on the Syria
crisis is influenced by the absence of the kind of economic and direct humanitarian
interests that were present in the Libyan case, as well as the position taken by Russia.
Chinese interests in Libya arguably provided Beijing with a strong incentive to avoid
alienating either side in that conflict, since backing the wrong party might result in
significant losses. This adds to the reasons for China’s abstention on UN Resolution
1973. In the Syria conflict, China has few such concerns, thus providing it with greater
freedom to cast vetoes that might alienate the Syrian opposition.34 Moscow’s strong
stance against both censures and sanctions directed at the Assad regime, as well as any
form of foreign military intervention, arguably provide Beijing with some cover in taking
a similar stance.35
Regarding criticism of the West’s stance, many non-authoritative Chinese sources argue
that efforts to remove Assad through force would prove futile and lead only to a chaotic,
prolonged conflict. They would also result in a highly unstable post–civil war political
situation, given the military weakness and disorganized, undisciplined nature of the
opposition and the overall presence of severe ethnic divisions among the combatants.
Moreover, some Chinese observers blame the West for assisting in the militarization of
the dispute by encouraging and assisting armed resistance to the Syrian government.
Such observers criticize the July 19 draft UN resolution as an effort to lay “a foundation
for military intervention in Syria” and thereby establish a precedent that permits the West
to overthrow “any regime at will.”36
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Indeed, many Chinese analysts insist that Western policy toward Syria reflects a larger
pattern of intervention in such strife-torn countries as Somalia, Iraq, and Libya that has
resulted in greater chaos, violence, and hatred. Some accuse the West of using the
pretext of “humanitarian intervention” to “smash governments it considers as threats to
its so-called national interests and relentlessly replace them with those that are
Washington-friendly.”37 Similarly, some observers argue that the U.S. is pushing for the
overthrow of the Syrian government in order to eliminate Iran’s only ally in the region
and thereby increase pressure on Tehran.38
Thus, for many such observers, geostrategic factors, not humanitarian interests, best
explain Western, and especially U.S., behavior. However, a few Chinese observers strike
a more even-handed stance, arguing that the Syrian crisis reflects the influence of many
large and small powers, both Western and non-Western.39
Moreover, in contrast to the general absence of any mention (much less discussion) of the
R2P norm and its relationship to the Syrian crisis among authoritative Chinese sources,
some non-authoritative observers cover this topic in considerable detail, explaining why
R2P is not applicable.40
Some Chinese analysts offer very practical explanations for China’s stance toward the
Syrian conflict and for the difference between that stance and China’s response to the
Libyan conflict. One analyst argues that the former conflict provided a clear
demonstration of crisis and mass killing, while the latter conflict involved a civil war and
military gridlock.41 Another asserts that any settlement of the Syrian conflict must leave
the Syrian government with a chance for survival, since not doing so will force it to
“fight to the end.”42 And still another Chinese observer suggests that Beijing’s stance
toward Syria is motivated in part by a desire to “strengthen ties with Russia, whose
strategic support to China is more substantial than that of [many] Arab countries.”43
Finally, one must note that the largely conformist, non-authoritative Chinese comment on
the Syria crisis does not validate the notion that all Chinese citizens agree with or support
China’s stance on this issue. Indeed, a very wide variety of views on the crisis and
Chinese policy can be found among the online commentary offered by China’s so-called
“netizens.” This includes some very sharp criticism of Beijing’s stance. 44 Such an
observation can of course be made about virtually any aspect of China’s overall foreign
policy. Nonetheless, it is also the case that such views are important as an indicator of
both the greater freedoms that ordinary Chinese enjoy in expressing their opinion on
sensitive topics and the wide range of opinions present among the Chinese public, but
they also are almost certainly much less reflective of leadership attitudes than the nonauthoritative sources examined above. At most, one can assert that such views, including
those both supportive and critical of Chinese policy, might play a role in influencing
leadership calculations. But they do not necessarily mirror knowledgeable elite (much
less leadership) perceptions.
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Conclusions
The preceding analysis strongly suggests that the Chinese leadership holds a unified
and—from its perspective—highly principled view toward the Syrian crisis. In
particular, the leadership believes that: 1) the UN Charter does not give states or even
international bodies the right to employ force in resolving international disputes; and 2)
the principle of national sovereignty—and in particular the notion of sovereign equality
and non-interference in other states’ internal affairs derived from that principle—should
be upheld above any other norms or principles guiding the behavior of such entities.
It also suggests that, even if China’s leaders had adopted a more receptive stance toward
certain types of intervention by the international community in the affairs of sovereign
states over the past decade or so, the Syrian and Libyan crises have arguably strengthened
their resistance to any Western-led effort to choose sides and place coercive pressure on
governments embroiled in domestic conflict, even when ostensibly done for humanitarian
reasons. As we have seen, Beijing has already employed its UN veto power three times
during the Syrian crisis, even in the face of broad international support for intervention,
to prevent targeted criticism of the Assad regime and other punitive military or
procedural actions (such as censures) that might establish a basis for later armed
intervention.
At root, China’s stance on such issues seems primarily motivated by two related factors.
First, Beijing seeks to prevent the establishment of legal or procedural precedents for
military interventions by the international community against sovereign states, except
under extremely rare and narrow circumstances. Second, it hopes to prevent Western
powers, and especially the United States, from using international bodies such as the UN
and evolving norms such as the R2P criterion to undermine or overthrow sovereign
governments in pursuit of larger geostrategic objectives. From Beijing’s perspective,
such actions undermine international order, obstruct efforts to reach peaceful settlements
of essentially political problems, and potentially strengthen the hand of the West in
defining the reasons and means employed to deal with both domestic and international
problems.
These perspectives in turn suggest that, from a national interest viewpoint, Beijing’s
position on foreign intervention is also based on a strong desire to prevent democratic
states from establishing a principled basis for outside intervention in the internal affairs
of non-democratic states, including China. Thus, for China’s leadership, the prevention
of such “abuses” of power by other major countries that could threaten Chinese interests,
along with the overall defense of the sovereignty principle, are regarded as far more
important than efforts to end civilian killings in domestic conflicts, except, perhaps, in
those rare cases when such actions clearly threaten international order or the international
system. For Beijing, if there is any moral justification for external, coercive intervention
against sovereign governments, it is primarily to prevent the disruption of international
society through widespread (i.e., inter-state) violence and secondarily to prevent stateinflicted mass atrocities through strictly delimited and narrowly defined efforts.
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Furthermore, in the Syrian case, Beijing’s resistance to even targeted criticism of the
Assad regime is motivated to a great degree by the Libya experience. This time, China’s
leaders refused to accept assurances that proposed resolutions would not permit or lead to
military intervention in Syria. In other words, whether justified or not, Beijing not only
does not believe in the efficacy of coercive actions in the Syrian case, but it also has
become even more intensely suspicious of Western motives in calling for humanitarian
intervention. None of this bodes well for the future handling of either the Syrian crisis or
Sino-Western interactions to prevent or halt apparent cases of state-sanctioned killings of
civilian populations.
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